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Introduction

The Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator was optimised for reduced neoclassical transport,

which was proven to be successful in the first experiment campaigns [1, 2]. Accordingly, anoma-

lous transport becomes more important for the global confinement and the focus of interest shifts

towards turbulence. As part of the efforts to understand the nature of turbulence in W7-X and

eventually its role for transport, this work investigates turbulent core density fluctuations in reg-

ular discharges of W7-X experimentally via phase contrast imaging (PCI) [3, 4] in combination

with gyrokinetic simulations with the code GENE [5].

Radial localisation of density fluctuations
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Figure 1: Experimental plasma density

and temperature profiles and correspond-

ing normalised gradient length scales of

W7-X XP:20180906.38, 4.5s-6.5s

A gas-fuelled hydrogen discharge with 3.2MW

of electron cyclotron heating in the standard mag-

netic configuration is investigated as a representa-

tive reference case for the majority of experiments

in the last operation phase. There is no direct ion

heating in this type of discharge and the ion temper-

ature remains low and relatively flat throughout the

plasma core, while the electron temperature is cen-

trally peaked. The plasma density profile is flat over

most of the plasma radius. Fig. 1 shows the exper-

imental time averaged profiles and corresponding

normalised gradient length scales.

The PCI diagnostic measures line integrated electron density fluctuations through the whole

plasma with a temporal and spatial resolution that allows for the measurement of low frequency
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ion scale turbulence and a simultaneous wavenumber and frequency (k f ) analysis. The measure-

ment direction of the spatial resolution is perpendicular to the line of sight and roughly poloidal.

Fig. 2 shows a wavenumber-frequency spectrum of the reference discharge. Opposing propaga-

tion directions with respect to the measurement direction are reflected by positive and negative

wavenumbers. In both wavenumber branches, it is observed that a large fraction of the spectral

power is carried by fluctuations with the same phase velocity in the measurement direction, vPCI
ph .
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Figure 2: Experimental k f -spectrum by

PCI with dominant phase velocities and

wavenumber spectrum (top panel).

It reflects a projection of the fluctuations propaga-

tion velocity in the binormal direction onto the mea-

surement direction,

vPCI
ph = uy · êm, (1)

where the former, uy, is a combination of the mode’s

phase velocity in the plasma frame, vITG
ph , and a

Doppler-shift by the E×B rotation of the plasma,

uy = vITG
ph + vE×B ≈ vE×B. (2)

The E×B velocity is generally much larger that the phase velocity of the turbulent modes

[6, 7, 8]. A single dominant phase velocity in the wavenumber-frequency spectrum therefore

implies, that most of the fluctuations are localised at a certain radius such that the E×B velocity

at that radius determines the observed vPCI
ph .
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Figure 3: Radial electric field measure-

ments by Doppler-reflectometry (DR) and

a DKES simulation.

For a direct comparison to the E×B velocity at

the position of the PCI measurement, neoclassical

simulations with the code DKES [9] are used to ob-

tain the ambipolar radial electric field, which gen-

erally agrees well with measurements by Doppler-

reflectometry (DR) and other diagnostics [8, 10, 11]

(see fig. 3). The local E×B velocity is then ob-

tained by

vE×B = 〈Er〉NC|∇reff|/B, (3)

where 〈Er〉NC is the flux-surface averaged value simulation output, B is the magnetic field

strength and |∇reff| accounts for the flux compression.

A direct comparison is only valid between vE×B and uy. Therefore the projection described

in eq. (1) has to be inverted, which depends on the position along the PCI line of sight and even

slightly varies across it. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the inferred uy (black) and vE×B (blue).
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Figure 4: Comparison of binormal velocity correspond-

ing to dominant phase velocity in the PCI spectrum and

local E×B velocity along the PCI line of sight.

The faded blue and black lines rep-

resent the variation across the PCI

laser beam, colour weighted by the

respective laser amplitude. The red

mark is the phase velocity of the

most dominant mode obtained from

linear gyrokinetic simulations added

to the E×B velocity in order to il-

lustrate the approximation in Eq. 2.

The quantities match best at a radial

position of reff/a≈ 0.75, at the well

of the ion root solution. The match

implies that this is the radial location where the strongest fluctuations arise.

Gyrokinetic simulations with GENE

Linear simulations for several positions along the plasma radius were performed for a detailed

analysis of the radial evolution of microinstabilities. Idealised profiles based on the experimen-

tal reference case were used as input to the simulations. It is found that the electron temperature

gradient contribution is dominant for most of the plasma and even for intermediate scales. How-

ever, it is worthwhile running simulations without an electron temperature gradient (a/LTe = 0)

in order to investigate ITG and TEM only, which generally determine the ion scale fluctuations

non-linearly. A clear picture arises in these simulations in normalised units: The ITG mode is

dominant (over TEM) at all radii and the growth rate increases with increasing effective radius,

which strictly follows the evolution of a/LTi, the driving term for ITG modes. The normalisa-

tion strongly depends on the ion temperature, which is why the picture changes in real units.
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Figure 5: Local density fluctuations from

non-linear GENE flux-tube simulations

and ion temperature gradient.

At the very edge, the growth rate is reduced and the

dominant mode moves to higher wavenumbers. Ul-

timately, the ion-scale growth rate peaks at reff/a≈

0.7, which supports the experimentally observed lo-

calisation from the perspective of linear microin-

stabilities. In order to simulate density fluctuations,

non-linear simulations are needed. Flux-tubes that

intersect the PCI line of sight at three different ra-

dial locations were chosen and the corresponding

gradients of the experimental profiles (fig. 1) used
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as input. Furthermore, the simulations were electrostatic, collisionless and both ions and elec-

trons were treated kinetically. Fig. 5 shows the density fluctuations at the location of the PCI line

of sight on the inboard and outboard side. We find additional support for the radial localisation,

because in the flux-tube at reff/a = 0.75 the density fluctuations are the strongest. Additionally,

there is a difference between the inboard and outboard side at this radial location, which is ob-

served in the experimental k f -spectrum of PCI (fig. 2). The ion temperature gradient is shown

alongside the density fluctuations in order to illustrate the close connection to the dominant

drive of turbulence in this radial region.

Conclusion

Density fluctuations in regular W7-X discharges are characterised by a dominant ITG-drive

and a radial localisation at reff/a ≈ 0.75, which generally is the same radial region as the

Er-well. This can be shown experimentally and in gyrokinetic simulations (for more details,

see [12]). TEMs play a minor role at all radii and scales. ETG is linearly strong but not ob-

served in the outer half of the plasma experimentally or in non-linear simulations.
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